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VanLeyden was hoisting himself. With compelled vigour
he crossed the room and dragged at a silken bell-rope be-
side the hearth. In answer to the bell, a butler entered,
dressed like an English gardener in Sunday black, but
wearing white cotton gloves.
"Tea."
It was brought on a large silver tray. Among the tea
things was a dish of fruit, and van Leyden, when his guests
were served, began to eat an apple with slow, munching
satisfaction, and to talk to Ballater, who was instantly away
in the Wiltshire orchards, of the cultivation of fruit, almost
whining in his impatience while Ballater's discourse con-
tinued but becoming benign again as soon as he had estab-
lished an interruption. He gave his own views loudly and
slowly, as if he were uncertain whether he could be under-
stood, shaking his head now and then over some perversity
of Ballater's like a hairy dog that is irritated by water
dripping over its eyes. From apples to the library, of whose
ancient contents he was exceedingly proud; from the library
to crops; from crops to horses; from horses to pedigrees;
from pedigrees—but from that subject he never strayed
very far, men, horses and apples being rooted in it. Con-
versation dragged on. A map was spread over Ballater's
knees; van Leyden's voice and his scraping forefinger were
explaining it. Clouds gathered over the sun, which would
not appear again that day. Outside the long window a
cluster of rhododendron bushes was growing stiff in the
quietened light; on the lowest pane a sparrow, perched on
the framework, was scratching and tapping with its beak.
Staring at the sky above the bushes, a calm, vaporous
sky, glazed yet, where the clouds were unfolded, with
winter's transparent steel, Lewis fell back from the self-
examination that had lately disturbed him into an un-
troubled repose, upon which the clock, the slow pendulum,
the little activity of the sparrow, the crackling canvas of
the map were, now and then, delicious accents. In the
midst of this quietness he became aware that, standing
behind him, JuEe had laid her hands upon his. He lifted
bia face* She was stooping over him, her expression a

